InfoFlex

Cloud software delivering a quicker, safer and more cost effective service; giving you more peace of mind

Migrating to the cloud means

Stronger resilience and availability
We proactively maintain and manage InfoFlex in our own environment ensuring guaranteed availability even for home workers. This ensures stronger business continuity and disaster recovery.

Advanced security
With cyber-attacks on the rise every day, we continuously update and patch our software in the background to maintain high levels of security standards.

“Beyond technology, cloud is a culture change. For many organisations, this is an opportunity for reworking processes and reframing approaches to work. It’s a unique chance to create a culture shift.”

- Harold de Neef, Group Director – Cloud, Civica

Better insights
We help you to improve reporting and insights by combining data across solutions. This gives clinicians the information they need to make informed decisions.

Higher productivity
We regularly enhance InfoFlex to provide new releases, streamlining support processes. Empowering IT teams to be more productive and free up time to focus on supporting clinicians.

Faster innovation
The cloud provides a quicker way to help you access new innovation faster.

Key benefits
- Improved security
- Reduced infrastructure investment
- Increased convenience
- Greener delivery
- Improved data analytics
- Opportunity to reengineer processes
- 24/7 availability
- Greater resilience
- Assured agility – access from anywhere on any device
- Rapid scalability to support Trust mergers.

3,500+ customers around the world
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